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Preface

The Middle East and North Africa (MENA), known as West Asia and North Africa, is perceived as the natural extension of China’s “great periphery”. During the Cold War period, Chinese policymakers perceived the MENA as Zhongjian Didai (“the middle ground”) between the Capitalist and the Communist camps; China competed with the United States, seen as the imperial hegemon, and later, from the 1960s onward, with the U.S.S.R, depicted as a revisionist, socialist empire. Since the end of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) and, particularly since the implementation of reforms and the opening-up policy of the late 1970s, China’s diplomacy towards the MENA has pursued de-ideologized and pragmatist policies. The Communist Party of China (CPC) regards economic and trade relations with the MENA as the key to fighting poverty at home. After a three-decade economic reconstruction, China has established a prominent economic presence in the MENA ranging from infrastructure to energy and investment projects. With the increasing number of tangible commercial interests, China’s perception of its role in the MENA is reaching maturity, and has increasingly become one of the key players in the MENA, seeking to build a “New Silk Road” with the Middle East countries.

This book volume aims to investigate the evolving China’s diplomacy towards the Middle East from interdisciplinary and multi-

---
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Preface

dimensional perspectives. Fifteen articles have been selected from the latest academic journals, including the Journal of Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies (in Asia), Bustan: The Israeli Book Review, etc. The authors have divergent backgrounds, ranging from research fellows, professors, ambassadors and others offering diverse observations of China’s Middle East diplomacy and its transformation. The volume covers an Introduction and five Sections.

In the Introduction, Professor SUN Degang from Shanghai International Studies University, China, argues in his article “China’s Middle East Studies in Retrospect and Prospect”, that since the founding of the PRC in 1949, China’s Middle East studies have gone through three stages: the beginnings (1949–1978), growth (1979–1999), and accelerated development (2000–present). Research institutes evolved from state-controlled propaganda offices into multi-dimensional academic and non-academic entities, including universities, research institutes, military institutions, government offices, overseas embassies, and the mass media. Publications also evolved from providing an introduction to and overview of the Middle East states to in-depth studies of Middle East politics, economy, energy, religion, culture, society, and security. Middle East-related research programs — funded by provincial, ministerial, and national authorities — have increased and the quality of research has greatly improved. China has established, as well as joined, various academic NGOs, such as the Chinese Middle East Studies Association (CMESA), the Asian Middle East Studies Association (AMESA, including China, Japan, and South Korea), and the Arabic Literature Studies Association (ALSA). However, Chinese Middle East Studies remain backward, both in comparison with China’s American, European, and Japanese studies at home, and with the Middle East studies in the West. The establishment of Chinese research and teaching centers entails the combination of social sciences and humanities, of general theoretical studies and the study of specific issues, of purely academic studies and policy-oriented studies.

Section One, which consists of five articles focuses on “China’s crisis management in the Arab Revolts”.

First, in the article entitled “the Upheaval in the Middle East and China’s Middle East Policy”, China’s former Vice Foreign Minister and Ambassador to Egypt YANG Fuchang, argues that Arab countries have been faced with a large scale Middle Eastern upheaval, which has attracted the attention of all the Middle Eastern countries and international community. Nearly all the Arab States witnessed upheavals. People have appealed for better social, economic, and political conditions. The problems in the MENA have been accumulating for years, which explains the repeated riots since 2010 expressing people’s dissatisfaction. The unrest has been costly, regardless of the social progress it may bring about in the longer term.

At present, Syria has lived through massive destruction; hundreds of thousands have fled the country and are now refugees in neighboring countries. Since the outbreak of the Middle East upheavals, China has adopted a principle of “non-intervention in other’s internal affairs” and “mediating for peace while promoting talks” policy, which is appropriate and proactive. Ambassador YANG insists that China should adhere to this practice in the future despite opposition to and temporary misunderstandings of that policy.

The second article is entitled “China and the Arab Revolts”, in which China’s Special Envoy on the Middle East Affairs and former Ambassador, WU Sike highlights the fact that political changes in the Arab world since early 2011 have had negative impact over China’s interests in the MENA, including those related to its trade with the Arab world, the China-Middle East bilateral investments, its
investment projects, and the safety of its nationals living in the region, whether these influences are direct or indirect, overt or covert. Three aspects are strongly impacted by these negative influences: 1) Libya; 2) Northern and Southern Sudan; 3) Energy supply. The dramatic changes in the Arab world sounded warning signals to China over its national interests in the Middle East, enticing China to undertake a meticulous review of its overseas activities and draw the correct lessons from its experiences there so that practical responses can be worked out. In view of the loss that Chinese corporations have incurred as a result of the Arab political changing landscapes, China should establish its own grand strategy for its foreign relations in order to protect its growing interests overseas.

Third, in the article, titled, “China’s Middle East Policy toward the Arab Revolution”, former Chinese Ambassador to Turkey YAO Kuangyi points out that, due to the upheavals, many Middle Eastern countries experienced regime change, and projected that Syria would be the next target and epicenter of this political swirl. The rise of Islamic forces is a serious problem for these countries in transition to deal with. Because of these disturbances, the Middle Eastern configuration is facing challenges; the contradictions among regional powers have experienced both growth and decline. The adjustment of America’s Middle East policy has affected the trend of the Middle East situation. China’s “non-interference in others’ internal affairs” principle gained the international society’s attention and China’s diplomacy towards the Middle East has opened important opportunities, but it has also faced enormous challenges. Ambassador YAO points out that Beijing should seize the opportunity and seek the new development of China-Middle East relations.

Fourth, in the article entitled, “Political Unrest in the Middle East and China’s Response”, Professor LIU Zhongmin from Shanghai International Studies University, argues that from crisis management to the overall planning, China’s response to the unrest in the Middle East has achieved great success. Today, he argues, China should understand the influence of the unrest in the Middle East by taking the overall international and domestic situations into consideration, namely, understanding its influence as “tests in the external environment” and the changes it causes to the international setting of China: China should review its experiences of coping with the unrest in the Middle East and correct any flaws in its present policies; China ought to work out scientific, mid-and long-term strategies for the Middle East and take measures accordingly. In particular, Beijing should improve its understanding of the strategic position of the Middle East and enhance its participation in Middle Eastern affairs while adhering to its traditional diplomatic principles.

Fifth, in the article entitled “China’s Emerging Role in the New Arab World”, Dr. Mohammad El-Sayed SELIM, Professor of Political Science at Faculty of Social Sciences, Kuwait University, highlights that the Arab Spring has changed the political landscape in the Arab world. The spring which began as genuine grass-root movement designed to create more equitable social projects, was steered by Western powers and local Islamists in different directions with these powers heavily intervening to control and/or weaken Arab states. China has pursued a policy of non-intervention in the domestic affairs of Arab states, and letting the peoples decide on their own future. China may have miscalculated when it allowed NATO to interfere in Libya which has had catastrophic consequences for China and Libya. Consequently, China, in collaboration with Russia decided not to repeat the same experience in Syria especially that foreign intervention in this case will be even more catastrophic. China vetoed Security Council draft resolutions calling for regime change...
in Syria and insisted on letting the Syrians decide peacefully their future course of action. Further, China under the new leadership has suggested for the first time a four-point program to settle the Arab-Israeli conflict. The article argues that the Chinese-Russian approach to the Syrian crisis is bound to have long-term implications for the future of the Arab world. As the signs of the positive contributions of that approach are emerging, China should proceed to reinforce these contributions through a concerted approach to engage with the new regimes in the Arab world, strengthen the China-Arab States Cooperation Forum, correct the imbalances of Sino-Arab trade, especially with the countries of the Arab Spring, focus on investing in these countries in labor-intensive industries, putting the four-point proposal on the agenda of Arab-Israeli negotiations, and most importantly deal with the question of the Israeli nuclear capabilities and the potential of Israel going to war against Israel, a scenario which will represent a major setback to the Chinese achievements in the region.

Section Two, which includes three articles, focuses on “China’s Political and Security Ties with the Middle East”.

The first one is entitled, “On the Strategic Relationship between China and the Middle East Islamic Countries”. Professor ZHU Weilie from Shanghai International Studies University, points out that the relationship between China and the Islamic countries has been of strategic significance; mutual understanding and mutual respect in their political ties has been the mainstream in the bilateral relationship. Since the founding of New China, their relationship has undergone two phases: from bilateral to multilateral relations and from focusing mainly on the political dimension to comprehensive ties in the economic and trade, resources, security, culture and other fields. For future development of bilateral relationships, Professor Zhu warns that issues such as misjudgment and misunderstanding, trade imbalances, and conflicts of interest must be resolved. To do so, strategic significance must be attached to bilateral relationships in order to uplift the strategic position of the Middle East in the overall Chinese diplomacy, establish a Middle East strategy with Chinese characteristics and strengthen China’s cultural diplomacy, including religious exchanges with the Islamic countries in the Middle East.

Second, in the article, “China’s Strategic Option: Approach the Greater Middle East through the Eurasian Hinterland”, Professor ZHANG Xiaodong from China’s Academy of Social Sciences underscores that there is no immediate military threat to China’s northwest and north; it is imperative for China to connect quickly with other countries and regions through the development of transport and communication technologies. Particularly, the acceleration of the globalization and innovation of the internet technology has even linked the most remote areas of China with the world. However, the geopolitical factors in the hinterlands of the Eurasian continent still significantly exert a major impact on China’s security and development. Therefore, it is crucial for China to make another and even more significant and extensive “Expedition to the West Regions” — to strategically approach the greater Middle East through the hinterland.

Third, in the article entitled, “The China-Arab States Cooperation Forum and China-Arab All-round Cooperation”, Dr. Muhammad Numan JALAL, the former Egypt Ambassador to China, member of Egypt Foreign Relations Committee, and political adviser for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Bahrain argues that the “China-Arab States Cooperation Forum” is an important cooperation mechanism between the Arab world and China. Though the forum has made remarkable achievements since its establishment, enormous challenges
are still ahead. Both sides have common aspirations for further achievements and integration, and for a closer relationship between China and the Arab World. The real strategic vision is not limited to trade and investment, but also includes security, national defence building, technology transfer and some other fields. To overcome these challenges, three problems must be taken care of. First, the two sides need to deepen their mutual understandings; second, both Chinese and Arabs must get rid of the deep cautiousness towards each other; and third, both parties need to develop a comprehensive outlook from an aspect of civilization.

Section three, made up of three articles, deals with “China’s Economic Ties with the Middle East”.

First, in the article, “The Oil Politics & Geopolitical Risks with China ‘Going Global’ Strategy toward the Greater Middle East”, Professor WU Lei from Yunnan University points out that China-the Greater Middle East oil relations are of strategic importance to China’s energy security. As geopolitical conflicts in the MENA are defined as long-running and insolvable in the foreseeable future, oil supplies from these regions are inevitably unstable, which has a direct impact not only on international energy market and oil prices, but also on China’s energy security itself. Despite the substantial progress made over the years in China-the Greater Middle East energy cooperation, restrictive factors, such as resource nationalism, are many, obstructing further development in this regard. Up to date, major cooperative breakthroughs are yet to be achieved in China’s involvement in the exploration and production of the upstream sector in oil-rich Gulf countries. Pipeline politics is another challenge. Overall, China’s incapability and policy for oil politics and geopolitical risks, the energy geopolitical risk will pose long-term impact on China’s energy security. Accordingly, the paper tries to come up with some reflection concerning policies or policy proposals that may help to strengthen China-the Greater Middle Eastern energy cooperation.

Second, in the article “Exploring Economic Relations between China and the GCC States”, Dr. CHEN Mo from China’s Academy of Social Sciences argues that the relationship between China and the GCC is an important component of the economic relationship between China and the Middle East. The rapid economic development in China requires increased supplies of energy, while the GCC states need a stable energy market for their economic development, for energy is their core industry. Cooperation in the field of energy becomes the core of bilateral economic cooperation, which is reflected in trade, investment and construction projects. The development of an energy relationship fuels trade, investment and construction project enlarging the scale of economic cooperation. It is believed that by maintaining and developing the bilateral economic relationship with the GCC, encouraging the smooth petrodollar recycling, increasing oil imports from the GCC member states while keeping the balance of payment and stable oil import, China is able to maintain a positive economic operation. Therefore, the economic relationship between China and the GCC states is promising.

Third, in the article, “Sino-Arab Economic and Trade Cooperation: Old Question, New Task”, Professor QIAN Xuewen from Shanghai International Studies University, underscores that Sino-Arab economic and trade cooperation, which started a long time ago, has achieved great headways since 2004, when it entered the fast track. In 2010, the China-Arab States Economic and Trade Forum was established, providing Sino-Arab economic and trade cooperation for further expansion with an effective new platform and mechanism. The main positive factors for their current economic and trade cooperation are: a good basis for cooperation, a strong economic complementarity,
a good beginning for bilateral investment cooperation, the existence of common languages, and the accordance with common interests. The principles and ideas for developing future cooperation are: to play out the role of the China-Arab States Economic and Trade Forum, and to treat Sino-Arab bilateral cooperation with a large field of vision; to promote Sino-Arab economic and trade cooperation by enhancing bilateral relations; to pay close attention to Sino-US relations and handling it adequately when strengthening Sino-Arab economic and trade cooperation; to continue to expand market openness and promote trade liberalization positively; to expand economic and trade cooperation further on the basis of energy cooperation. In order to maintain and protect the country’s growing overseas interests, the government should design a grand strategy for China’s foreign and economic policies.

Section Four, which consists of three articles, investigates China’s Cultural Diplomacy in the Middle East.

First, in the article, “the Economic and Trade Factors in China’s National Image in the Arab Countries”, Professor ZHANG Hong and Dr. LIU Xinlu from Beijing Foreign Studies University, emphasize that, in the context of globalization, although governments maintain the leading role in shaping the image of states, the increasing bilateral economic and trade exchanges are gradually becoming an equally important, if not more important, element. The recent years have witnessed continuous growth of trade between China and Arab countries — a newly established crucial trading partner and platform for practicing the “going-out” strategy. Because of the complementarity between the two sides, a positive win-win situation has been achieved. However, as more and more Chinese goods and enterprises have entered the Arab world, certain problems have emerged, such as the poor quality of goods, illegal operations of enterprises, and the difficulties that certain Chinese employees have had to integrate into local life. These economic and trade elements have become key factors in shaping China’s image in the Arab countries, and hence should be tackled.

Second, in “The Rise of GCC’s Soft Power and China’s Cultural Diplomacy”, Professor MA Lirong from Shanghai International Studies University, analyzes that there is a trend that the GCC’s soft power is continuously rising, which is perceptible: strengthening of the GCC’s religious and political influences; using discourse power in the Arab-Islamic affairs; gaining of political influence through involvements in regional issues; transformation of the monarchies into an Arab-Islamic alliance. On this basis, Professor MA analyzes the major causes of the rise of the GCC’s soft power and puts forward some recommendations for China to deal with it.

Third, in the article, “International Competition for Discourse Power in the Middle East Upheaval and Implications for China”, Professor LI Weijian from Shanghai Institute for International Studies, asserts that the fundamental reason leading to the Middle East Upheavals has been the lack of internal political and social transformation, which is urgently needed, in Middle East countries. International public opinion, particularly the Western discourse that occupies a stronger position has had a profound impact on the development of the whole situation. China’s continued rise has resulted in competition and frictions with the US and other Western powers in the global political, economic, and other areas. The West uses its advantages in guiding international public opinion, and continues to manufacture discourse and set agendas and even slander regarding Chinese policies. This is not only meant to control the situation, but also primarily to maintain its dominant position in international affairs and to contain China’s rising influence. In recent
years, China has undertaken a more aggressive Middle East policy. However, its ability to construct discourse and set agendas is relatively lacking. Therefore, China often remains passive and reactive when responding to the traps set for it in the Western discourse and agendas. This article focuses on the international competition for discourse power since the Middle East upheavals and the implications for China.

In September 2013, while delivering a speech at Nazarbayev University in Astana, Kazakhstan, Chinese President Xi Jinping proposed that China would make a contribution to build a “Silk Road Economic Belt” to boost regional cooperation in the Eurasia heartland; in October 2013, on his maiden Southeast Asian trip, President Xi called for building a new “maritime silk road” in the 21st century. Historically, the Middle East was the converging point of China’s land and maritime silk roads; in the foreseeable future, China would “look west” again, and the Middle East will play an even more critical role in Beijing’s strategy to build and extend the New Silk Road both on the land and on the sea. Hopefully, the authors in this book volume would shed light on the essence of the bilateral relations, offer readers new angles and contribute fresh findings on China’s Middle East diplomacy since the outbreak of the Arab revolts.

China’s Middle East Studies in Retrospect and Prospect

SUN Degang

China’s Middle East Studies can be traced back to the late Ming and early Qing Dynasty (around the early seventeenth century) when Chinese scholars began translating the Qur’an and al-Hadith for the first time in history. Initially, the Middle East and Islamic studies scholars were highly regarded and renowned worldwide for they were believed to be well versed in Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, and Islam, and interpreted Islam from a Confucian perspective. The most representative scholars of the period were Wang Daiyu (about 1584–1670) and Liu Zhi (about 1655–1745). The former managed to combine Islam with traditional Chinese culture, such as Neo-Confucianism in the Song and Ming dynasty. His articulation of the ontology, epistemology, and cosmology of Islam laid the foundation for China’s Islamic studies. Wang is regarded as a forerunner of Chinese Middle East and Islamic studies because he methodologically highlighted the “Chinalization” of Islam as it took root in China. Liu Zhi’s masterpiece, Tian fang zhi sheng shi lu nian pu (the English translation is the chronological biography of the Prophet of Arabia)